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CARIBBEAN JOURNAL RANKS COCO PALM IN TOP TEN
Coco Palm Placed in Top 10 Rooms You Can Swim Up To
Rodney Bay Village, SAINT LUCIA (21 January 2016) Coco Palm ranked in the top ten hotels offering
rooms guests can swim right up to in the recent poll by Caribbean Journal. The Luxe Swim Up room has long been a
favourite and the six rooms have become the most requested category of the 103 rooms on offer at the award winning
boutique hotel.
Managing Director, Allen Chastanet, noted “Had we known just how popular these rooms would be we would have
certainly allowed for more. Not only are they ideal for couples and families who can simply step on to their patio
to go for a swim without walking through the lobby, it is also one of our higher revenue generating room categories
which helps our bottom line.”
“We have guests that request these rooms months in advance” says General Manager Jean St Rose. “In fact, St Rose
noted, there are times our long staying guests overlap and we have a fight for them as guests can have a swim any
time as well as swim out to the bar and restaurant at KoKo Cabana. Most of all, they can stay on their patio and maco
the scene without leaving their room!”
Coco Pam recently celebrated their tenth anniversary and expanded their conference facilities with Palm Gardens as
the Rodney Bay Village becomes a main attraction for guests.
Caribbean Journal was founded in 2011 with one vision: to provide news, commentary and analysis in a way that the
Caribbean had not yet seen. It is now the Caribbean’s leading digital newspaper, with 24/7, original content covering
news, travel, politics and opinion from more than 20 countries and territories. Caribbean Journal’s Travel section is
the premier source for Caribbean travel and trade news — from the latest hotel openings to secret vacation escapes.
And CJ’s Opinion section provides a central platform for the region’s best ideas. Caribbean Journal – One Region,
One News Source.
- END Located in the heart of Saint Lucia’s entertainment capital, the award-winning Coco Palm caters to the independent traveler either on
work or pleasure. Offering personalized service with warm Saint Lucia hospitality and authentic Caribbean cuisine all at affordable
prices. Contact Reservations to plan your next meeting or visit at reservations@coco-resorts.com or call +1 758-456-2800 or visit
www.coco-resorts.com | EDITOR NOTE Link to site: http://caribjournal.com/2015/12/26/at-these-caribbean-hotels-you-can-swimright-to-your-room/3/#movescroll

